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Has realized:  “Jets!”
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Fig. 4. Configuration of the event with the largest value of ~ET, 127 GeV (M = 140 GeV): (a) charged tracks pointing to the inner 

face of the central calorimeter are shown together with cell energies (indicated by heavy lines with lengths proportional to cell en- 
ergies). (b) the cell energy distribution as a function of polar angle 0 and azimuth ~. 

(C1, C2) in each event (we assign to each cluster a 

four-momentum (Eu, E), E being the cluster energy 

and u the unit vector pointing from the event vertex 

to the cluster center). We measure PT to be 6 GeV/c 

on the average, of  which at least 3 GeV/c are of  in- 

strumental nature (non-inclusion of  large angle frag- 
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Fig. 5. (a) Azimuthal separation between C1 and C2 (see text) 
for E~ '2 > 10 and 14 GeV. (b) Azimuthal separation between 

C1 and the forward/backward sector having E T > 5 GeV for 
e ~  > 10 GeV andE~/E~ < 0.4 (see text). 
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ments in the cluster, energy resolution, edge effects, 

etc.). 

The above observations support  the interpretat ion 

of Sjj as a sample of  two-jet events resulting from a 

hard parton collision. We remark however that  the 

spectacular configuration illustrated in fig. 4 is not re- 

presentative of  the whole sample. As shown in fig. 3a 

the two-jet system accounts for only a fraction of  

~ E  T. The rest o f  the transverse energy in the event, 

ET, is distributed among clusters, of  which typically 

2 to 3 are in excess of  1 GeV. Their detailed study is 

beyond the scope of  the present report .  We simply re- 

mark that they are only weakly correlated with the 

jet  directions and that their mult ipl ici ty and transverse 

energy ~s t r ibu t ions  are the same as in events having 

S E  T = E T- 

Given the presence of  relatively abundant and hard 

clusters accompanying the two-jet system, we further 

ascertain the emergence of  a two-jet (as opposed to 

multi-jet) structure by measuring the dependence 

upon ZE T of  the ratios r21 = E~/E1T and r32 = E3/E 2. 
As ~ E  T increases, r21 increases and r32 decreases (fig. 

3b),  again illustrating the dominance of  two-jet events 

for ~ E  T exceeding "~60 GeV. 
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Four Decades of Jets and pQCD
UA2, 1982
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[see also SPEAR, 1975; PETRA, 1979]
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A QCD Renaissance
c. 2008–present

LHC (vs. Tevatron)
Higher Energy (≈ x3.5–7)

Higher Luminosity (≈ x10–20)

Finer Segmentation (≈ x5)

Theoretical Progress
New Jet Algorithms (esp. anti-kT)
Loop/Leg/Log Explosion
Jet Substructure

[Anti-kT: Cacciari, Salam, Soyez, 2008]
[BDRS: Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam, 2008; see also Seymour, 1991, 1994]
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Challenging the Standard Lore
c. 2012–present

Old Lore:  

IRC Safe

Calculable in pQCD?

Controlled ΛQCD Effects?

IRC Unsafe

✓ ✗

✓ ✗
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Challenging the Standard Lore
c. 2012–present

All observables are calculable, but
some observables are more calculable than others.

≈ George Orwell, Animal Farm

New Lore:  

IRC Safe

Calculable in pQCD?

Controlled ΛQCD Effects?

IRC Unsafe

✓ ✓*

✓* ✓*



Two New Tools for pQCD

A Standard Candle for Jets
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Review of Safe Observables
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Infrared/Collinear Safety
 

InfraredOriginal Jet Collinear

IRC Safe Observable:  Insensitive to IR or C emissions

ε
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Infrared/Collinear Safety
 

InfraredOriginal Jet Collinear

IRC Safe Observable:  Insensitive to IR or C emissions

⇔
∑ Real Emissions

IRC divergences cancel 
order-by-order in αs

Formally:

Virtual Diagrams

ε
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Examples from Jet Substructure
 

IRC SafeJet pT:

IR Safe
C Unsafe

pT
D:

X

i∈jet

1 IRC UnsafeMultiplicity:

Jet Mass: IRC Safe

X

i,j∈jet

pi · pj

N-subjettiness: IRC Safe

X

i∈jet

pT,i min {∆Ri,1,∆Ri,2, . . . ,∆Ri,N}
β

X

i∈jet

pT,i

[CMS HIG-11-027]

X

i∈jet

p
2
T,i

p
2
T jet

[JDT, Van Tilburg, 1011.2268,1108.2701] 

With IRC safe
jet algorithm
(e.g. anti-kT)
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All IRC safe observables are alike;
each IRC unsafe observable is unsafe in its own way.

≈ Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina

LO

NLO

N2LO

N3LO

(see backup for
recent precision

fixed-order calculations)
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Textbook QCD

≈

2. . . 

. . 
. 

2. . . 

. . 
. 

x

2→n 2→n–1 1→2

Splitting Function

Soft singularityCollinear singularity

Basis of parton shower MC generators,
PDF evolution, NLO subtractions, …

!

Measurable?

2
z

1–z
θ

Z
dθ

θ
dz P (z)

P (z) '
1

z
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Measure Universal Singularity?

z

1–z

θ

Angular-ordered tree…
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Measure Universal Singularity?

z

1–z

θ

Angular-ordered tree…

z IRC Unsafe

Z
dθ

θ
dz P (z)

z

1–z
θ

…gives splitting function?
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Groomed angular-ordered tree… …gives splitting function?

zg

1–zg
θg

⇒

zg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

[Larkoski, Marzani, Soyez, JDT, 1402.2657]
[see also Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam, 0802.2470; Dasgupta, Fregoso, Marzani, Salam, 1307.0007]  

energy
threshold

angular 
exponent

z > zcut θ
β

Soft Drop (β = 0)

Z
dθ

θ
dz P (z)

z

1–z
θ

Measure Universal Singularity?
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One prong jet…

θg = 0

θg = 0
zg 1–zg

vs.

…gives splitting function?

zg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

Z
dθ

θ
dz P (z)

z

1–z
θ

⇒

[Larkoski, Marzani, Soyez, JDT, 1402.2657]
[see also Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam, 0802.2470; Dasgupta, Fregoso, Marzani, Salam, 1307.0007]  

Measure Universal Singularity?

energy
threshold

angular 
exponent

z > zcut θ
β

Soft Drop (β = 0)
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⇒?

zg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

How to calculate from first principles?

vs.
z

1–z
θ

(see backup for how our elders addressed this in 1978)
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1.  Use Sudakov Form Factors
 

Measure jet mass?

 [Larkoski, JDT, 1307.1699]

zg m>0 IRC Safezg
IR Safe
C Unsafe
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1.  Use Sudakov Form Factors
 

Measure jet mass?

 [Larkoski, JDT, 1307.1699]

zg m>0 IRC Safezg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

zg Sudakov Safe

Jet mass never zero!

⇒
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Measure jet mass?
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zg m>0 IRC Safezg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

zg Sudakov Safe

Jet mass never zero!

⇒

- ( ) m=0 singularFixed O(αs)

Jet mass distribution
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1.  Use Sudakov Form Factors
 

Measure jet mass?

 [Larkoski, JDT, 1307.1699]

zg m>0 IRC Safezg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

zg Sudakov Safe

Jet mass never zero!

⇒

- ( ) m=0 singularFixed O(αs)

Jet mass distribution

- ( )

( )

(resummed logs)

All αs Orders m=0 suppressed

Sudakov Peak vs.
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2.  Use Fragmentation Functions
 

zg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

F (zg)
dσ

dzg
'

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]

Absorb singularities
into universal function
(just like PDFs!)
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2.  Use Fragmentation Functions
 

zg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

F (zg) −

1

2✏

↵sC

⇡
F (zg)+

αsC

π

Z
dθ

θ
P (zg)

dσ

dzg
'

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]

Absorb singularities
into universal function
(just like PDFs!)
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2.  Use Fragmentation Functions
 

zg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

F (zg) F (zg;µ)

•⇒renormalize

F (zg) −

1

2✏

↵sC

⇡
F (zg)+

αsC

π

Z
dθ

θ
P (zg)

dσ

dzg
'

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]

Absorb singularities
into universal function
(just like PDFs!)
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2.  Use Fragmentation Functions
 

zg
IR Safe
C Unsafe

F (zg) F (zg;µ)

•⇒renormalize

P (zg)

• •⇒ ⇒
d/dµ

RG run UV fixed point

F (zg) −

1

2✏

↵sC

⇡
F (zg)+

αsC

π

Z
dθ

θ
P (zg)

dσ

dzg
'

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]

Absorb singularities
into universal function
(just like PDFs!)
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A Standard Candle for Jets
 

≈ independent of αs (!)
≈ independent of jet pT and radius
≈ same for quarks and gluons
!

calculable deviations from universality

1

σ

dσ

dzg
=

P i(zg)
R
1/2

zcut
dz P i(z)

+ …

++

= =

>

>

>

>

⇒

zg ⇒ P (z)

z > zcut

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]
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“Phase Diagram” for Observables

 β < 0

β = 0

β > 0

IRC Safe

Sudakov Safe

β → ∞ No Change

β → –∞ No Jet

) =
P i(zg)

R
1/2

zcut
dz P i(z)

) =
2αsCi

π|β|
P i(zg) log

zg

zcut

 

+ …

) =

s

αs Ci

β
P i(zg)

 

+ …

+ …
UV fixed point
of RG evolution

⇒
z > zcut θ

β

angular 
exponent

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]



Two New Tools for pQCD

A Standard Candle for Jets
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Review of Safe Observables
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1.  Isolated Singularity?  Try Sudakov Form Factor
 

Want:  p(u) =
1

σ

dσ

du

Unsafe

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]
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1.  Isolated Singularity?  Try Sudakov Form Factor
 

Want:  p(u) =
1

σ

dσ

du

Unsafe

Need:  p(u|s) =
p(u, s)

p(s)

 Calculable… 

…with Safe companion

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]
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1.  Isolated Singularity?  Try Sudakov Form Factor
 

Want:  p(u) =
1

σ

dσ

du

Unsafe

Need:  p(u|s) =
p(u, s)

p(s)

 Calculable… 

…with Safe companion

p(u) =

Z
ds p(s) p(u|s)Insight:  

Sudakov form factor
(all orders in αs) 

Perturbative
(fixed order in αs)

Finite distribution

Suppresses isolated singularities… …at each perturbative order

[Larkoski, Marzani, JDT, 1502.01719]
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Ratio Observables
 

τ2/τ1

[ATLAS,1203.4606]

Ubiquitous in jet substructure
(e.g. N-subjettiness)

!

Fantastic data/MC agreement

=  IRC Unsafe Ratio 
IRC Safe Numerator

IRC Safe Denominator [Soyez, Salam, Kim, Dutta, Cacciari, 1211.2811]

singularity at zero…
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Ratio Observables
 

τ2/τ1

[ATLAS,1203.4606]

Ubiquitous in jet substructure
(e.g. N-subjettiness)

!

Fantastic data/MC agreement

=  IRC Unsafe Ratio 
IRC Safe Numerator

IRC Safe Denominator [Soyez, Salam, Kim, Dutta, Cacciari, 1211.2811]

singularity at zero…

=  Sudakov Safe Ratio 
[Larkoski, JDT, 1307.1699;
see also Larkoski, Moult, Neill, 1401.4458;
Procura, Waalewijn, Zeune,1410.6483]

…regulated by Sudakov

(in parton showers
by construction)
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2.  Collinear Unsafe?  Try Fragmentation Function  
 

52 R.D. FieM, R.P. Feynman / A parameterization of the properties of quark ]ets 

0 . 1 6  . . . .  , . . . .  , . . . .  , . . . .  
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Fig. 21. Same as fig. 20 but  where the power p is taken to be 0.5. d-quark, (Qw) = - 0 . 1 5 ,  

u-quark,  (Qw) = 0.26. 

4 .  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  q u a r k  r a p i d i t y  p l a t e a u  

4.1. Rapidity correlations 

4.1.1. Correlations between adjacent-rank mesons 

There are two sources of  correlations in our model. Naturally, there is the corre- 

lation among secondary particles that are the decay products of  the same primary 

meson. In addition, however, the primary mesons are not formed at random in 

rapidity. Primary mesons adjacenf in rank are correlated in both flavor and rapidity 

since they each contain a quark (or antiquark) that came from the same q?t pair. 

The two primary mesons of  adjacent rank tend to occur near each other in rapidity, 

Yz, as shown in fig. 22. The mean [AYz[ between mesons adjacent in rank is about 

1.8 units, where all the decay products of  a particular primary meson are assigned 

the rank of  that meson (see fig. 1). Fig. 22 also shows the distribution of  IAYzl 

between mesons with the same rank ((IAYzl) = 0.9). All flavor correlations in the 

quark jets occur between primary mesons of  adjacent rank. The flavor o f  a meson 

Weighted Jet Charge…

50 R.D. ~eld, R.P. Feynman / A parameterization of the properties of quark ]ets 

must be an integer and thus a random variable. There is an unavoidable noise depend- 

ing on whether a particular charged particle in the plateau happens to have Pz greater 

or less than zero. Even though the plateau is neutral and all the difference of u- and d- 

quark jets lies far away at higher z, one is trying to sum a long series like +1-1+1+1-1 

+ 1 - 1 - 1  ... not knowing where to stop, but knowing only that +1 and - 1  become 

more and more equally likely to occur as we go further down the series (to lower z). 

The proper thing to do is, of course, the analogue of Abel summation, weigh the 

terms with a gradually decreasing weight as we go down the series. If  the weight falls 

gradually enough from unity at the beginning, the excess charge there will be accu- 

rately picked up. However, the random +1 far down where the weight has fallen 

toward zero will produce no fluctuations. That is, if particle i has "z rapidity" Yz i 

and charge qi, we form the "weighted" charge 

Qw(p) = ~ qi exp(-pYz  i) = ~ zPqi , (3.9) 
i i 

where p is a small number. This quantity will have a mean (close to (Q) as p ~ 0) 

distinct for u- and d-quark jets. Furthermore, the "noise" or fluctuations expected 

from having to stop the sum below some f'mite Zmi n is +gPin which can be made 

small as long as Zmi n can be made small enough. 

For a given experimental circumstance, however, Zmi n is fixed and the criteria 

that p be small and that ZPmin alSO be small are opposed. For sufficiently small Zrnin 

there is no problem, but because of the wide fluctuations in rapidity that the par- 

ticles in our model suffer, we have found that in practice the method does not work 

as well as we hoped. For groin = 0.1, with p = 0.5, for example, the fluctuating un- 

certainty gPmin is 0.3 times less than the gross sum Q = ~ qi ; but such a large p means 

that Q(P) does not average as large as (Q). Even worse is that for such a large p the 

contributions of high-z particles depend so strongly on the precise z value they 

actually have. 

Figs. 20 and 21 show the distribution of Qw (/7) with p = 0.2 and 0.5, respectively, 

for a u- and d-quark jet of energy Pq = 10 GeV (including all hadrons with 

Pz > 0). The p = 0.2 distributions are considerably broader than the p = 0.5 case; 

however, the former has mean values ~Qw) that are more widely separated 

(~Qw)u - (Qw)a = 0.64 for p = 0.2 and only 0.41 for p = 0.5). In both cases, there 

is a clear separation of the u- and d-jets. By the use of table 14, we fred a reliability 

of 0.37 if we assign jets with Qw f> 0 as u-quark type and those jets with Qw < 0 as 

d-quark type with p = 0.2. The efficiency of this criterion is excellent (99% since we 

include only those jets with at least one charged hadron). One can obtain a higher 

reliability (but lower efficiency) by excluding from consideration those jets with Qw 

values occurring in the overlap region of the u- and d-quark jet distributions. For 

example, table 15 shows that if we assign jets with Q~v t> 0.4 as u-type and those 

with Qw < -0 .3  as d-type, then forp  = 0.5 we get a 58% reliability with 46% effi- 

ciency. This "weighted" charge technique gives us better reliability factors than the 

50 R.D. ~eld, R.P. Feynman / A parameterization of the properties of quark ]ets 

must be an integer and thus a random variable. There is an unavoidable noise depend- 

ing on whether a particular charged particle in the plateau happens to have Pz greater 

or less than zero. Even though the plateau is neutral and all the difference of u- and d- 

quark jets lies far away at higher z, one is trying to sum a long series like +1-1+1+1-1 

+ 1 - 1 - 1  ... not knowing where to stop, but knowing only that +1 and - 1  become 

more and more equally likely to occur as we go further down the series (to lower z). 

The proper thing to do is, of course, the analogue of Abel summation, weigh the 

terms with a gradually decreasing weight as we go down the series. If  the weight falls 

gradually enough from unity at the beginning, the excess charge there will be accu- 

rately picked up. However, the random +1 far down where the weight has fallen 

toward zero will produce no fluctuations. That is, if particle i has "z rapidity" Yz i 

and charge qi, we form the "weighted" charge 

Qw(p) = ~ qi exp(-pYz  i) = ~ zPqi , (3.9) 
i i 

where p is a small number. This quantity will have a mean (close to (Q) as p ~ 0) 

distinct for u- and d-quark jets. Furthermore, the "noise" or fluctuations expected 

from having to stop the sum below some f'mite Zmi n is +gPin which can be made 

small as long as Zmi n can be made small enough. 

For a given experimental circumstance, however, Zmi n is fixed and the criteria 

that p be small and that ZPmin alSO be small are opposed. For sufficiently small Zrnin 

there is no problem, but because of the wide fluctuations in rapidity that the par- 

ticles in our model suffer, we have found that in practice the method does not work 

as well as we hoped. For groin = 0.1, with p = 0.5, for example, the fluctuating un- 

certainty gPmin is 0.3 times less than the gross sum Q = ~ qi ; but such a large p means 

that Q(P) does not average as large as (Q). Even worse is that for such a large p the 

contributions of high-z particles depend so strongly on the precise z value they 

actually have. 

Figs. 20 and 21 show the distribution of Qw (/7) with p = 0.2 and 0.5, respectively, 

for a u- and d-quark jet of energy Pq = 10 GeV (including all hadrons with 

Pz > 0). The p = 0.2 distributions are considerably broader than the p = 0.5 case; 

however, the former has mean values ~Qw) that are more widely separated 

(~Qw)u - (Qw)a = 0.64 for p = 0.2 and only 0.41 for p = 0.5). In both cases, there 

is a clear separation of the u- and d-jets. By the use of table 14, we fred a reliability 

of 0.37 if we assign jets with Qw f> 0 as u-quark type and those jets with Qw < 0 as 

d-quark type with p = 0.2. The efficiency of this criterion is excellent (99% since we 

include only those jets with at least one charged hadron). One can obtain a higher 

reliability (but lower efficiency) by excluding from consideration those jets with Qw 

values occurring in the overlap region of the u- and d-quark jet distributions. For 

example, table 15 shows that if we assign jets with Q~v t> 0.4 as u-type and those 

with Qw < -0 .3  as d-type, then forp  = 0.5 we get a 58% reliability with 46% effi- 

ciency. This "weighted" charge technique gives us better reliability factors than the 

d vs. u

 [Feynman, Field, 1978]
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2.  Collinear Unsafe?  Try Fragmentation Function  
 

52 R.D. FieM, R.P. Feynman / A parameterization of the properties of quark ]ets 
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Fig. 21. Same as fig. 20 but  where the power p is taken to be 0.5. d-quark, (Qw) = - 0 . 1 5 ,  

u-quark,  (Qw) = 0.26. 

4 .  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  q u a r k  r a p i d i t y  p l a t e a u  

4.1. Rapidity correlations 

4.1.1. Correlations between adjacent-rank mesons 

There are two sources of  correlations in our model. Naturally, there is the corre- 

lation among secondary particles that are the decay products of  the same primary 

meson. In addition, however, the primary mesons are not formed at random in 

rapidity. Primary mesons adjacenf in rank are correlated in both flavor and rapidity 

since they each contain a quark (or antiquark) that came from the same q?t pair. 

The two primary mesons of  adjacent rank tend to occur near each other in rapidity, 

Yz, as shown in fig. 22. The mean [AYz[ between mesons adjacent in rank is about 

1.8 units, where all the decay products of  a particular primary meson are assigned 

the rank of  that meson (see fig. 1). Fig. 22 also shows the distribution of  IAYzl 

between mesons with the same rank ((IAYzl) = 0.9). All flavor correlations in the 

quark jets occur between primary mesons of  adjacent rank. The flavor o f  a meson 

Weighted Jet Charge…

50 R.D. ~eld, R.P. Feynman / A parameterization of the properties of quark ]ets 

must be an integer and thus a random variable. There is an unavoidable noise depend- 

ing on whether a particular charged particle in the plateau happens to have Pz greater 

or less than zero. Even though the plateau is neutral and all the difference of u- and d- 

quark jets lies far away at higher z, one is trying to sum a long series like +1-1+1+1-1 

+ 1 - 1 - 1  ... not knowing where to stop, but knowing only that +1 and - 1  become 

more and more equally likely to occur as we go further down the series (to lower z). 

The proper thing to do is, of course, the analogue of Abel summation, weigh the 

terms with a gradually decreasing weight as we go down the series. If  the weight falls 

gradually enough from unity at the beginning, the excess charge there will be accu- 

rately picked up. However, the random +1 far down where the weight has fallen 

toward zero will produce no fluctuations. That is, if particle i has "z rapidity" Yz i 

and charge qi, we form the "weighted" charge 

Qw(p) = ~ qi exp(-pYz  i) = ~ zPqi , (3.9) 
i i 

where p is a small number. This quantity will have a mean (close to (Q) as p ~ 0) 

distinct for u- and d-quark jets. Furthermore, the "noise" or fluctuations expected 

from having to stop the sum below some f'mite Zmi n is +gPin which can be made 

small as long as Zmi n can be made small enough. 

For a given experimental circumstance, however, Zmi n is fixed and the criteria 

that p be small and that ZPmin alSO be small are opposed. For sufficiently small Zrnin 

there is no problem, but because of the wide fluctuations in rapidity that the par- 

ticles in our model suffer, we have found that in practice the method does not work 

as well as we hoped. For groin = 0.1, with p = 0.5, for example, the fluctuating un- 

certainty gPmin is 0.3 times less than the gross sum Q = ~ qi ; but such a large p means 

that Q(P) does not average as large as (Q). Even worse is that for such a large p the 

contributions of high-z particles depend so strongly on the precise z value they 

actually have. 

Figs. 20 and 21 show the distribution of Qw (/7) with p = 0.2 and 0.5, respectively, 

for a u- and d-quark jet of energy Pq = 10 GeV (including all hadrons with 

Pz > 0). The p = 0.2 distributions are considerably broader than the p = 0.5 case; 

however, the former has mean values ~Qw) that are more widely separated 

(~Qw)u - (Qw)a = 0.64 for p = 0.2 and only 0.41 for p = 0.5). In both cases, there 

is a clear separation of the u- and d-jets. By the use of table 14, we fred a reliability 

of 0.37 if we assign jets with Qw f> 0 as u-quark type and those jets with Qw < 0 as 

d-quark type with p = 0.2. The efficiency of this criterion is excellent (99% since we 

include only those jets with at least one charged hadron). One can obtain a higher 

reliability (but lower efficiency) by excluding from consideration those jets with Qw 

values occurring in the overlap region of the u- and d-quark jet distributions. For 

example, table 15 shows that if we assign jets with Q~v t> 0.4 as u-type and those 

with Qw < -0 .3  as d-type, then forp  = 0.5 we get a 58% reliability with 46% effi- 

ciency. This "weighted" charge technique gives us better reliability factors than the 
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d vs. u

…on Firm Theoretical Ground

[Krohn, Schwartz, Lin, Waalewijn, 1209.2421;  Waalewijn, 1209.3019]
[see also Larkoski, JDT, Waalewijn, 1408.3122] [ATLAS-CONF-2013-086]
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Two New Tools for pQCD

A Standard Candle for Jets
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Review of Safe Observables
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Summary

Isolated singularity?  Sudakov form factor!  (e.g. Sudakov safety of ratios)
Collinear unsafe?  Fragmentation function!  (e.g. jet charge, tracks, pT

D)

New way to measure the universal singularity structure of QCD
All orders in αs yields new insights into QFT

Infrared and collinear safe observables defined order-by-order in αs

Successful (and growing) program of higher-order calculations
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Total Cross Sections
e.g. Gluon Fusion to Higgs

[Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, Herzog, Mistlberger, 1503.06056; + Furlan, Gehrmann, 1403.4616;
see also Li, Manteuffel, Schabinger, Zhu, 1412.2771]

First N3LO Calculation at a Hadron Collider
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Differential Cross Sections
e.g. Fractional Jet Counting with “Jets Without Jets”

[Bertolini, Chan, JDT, 1310.7584; Bertolini, JDT, Walsh, 1501.01965]

eNjet(pT cut, R) =
X

i∈event

pT i

pT i,R
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e.g.  e+ e– → q q g g
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FIG. 2. Definition of azimuthal angle y for a specific
event. T and 6' are the experimentally measured thrust

and coplanarity axes. k is either beam direction. T
and k define the x-z plane.

ton and the usual conservation laws it follows

that the most general form is

do/d p =A+Bcos2 y. (3)

To prove this write the squared amplitude as jlU1 ~'

= l„,L"", where l„, is the trace over the lepton
currents

lq„(ko, qk, „+k,„k,q Zqpk, -k, ) (4)

and L"' is the analogous trace over hadronic-
current matrix elements. Since we observe only

T and C the most general form of L"" in the cen-
ter-of-mass frame is

L ~=L~ =A, T~+~ C~,1 2

l. &=7,T T~+ ~,('T C~+ r~C')

+ Z,C C~ ~,C'C'+ ~,6",

where &„(n = 0, l, . . ., 6) are invariant functions

and &' and C' are the Cartesian components of T

and C. Contracting ~„„with L"' and using the co-
ordinate system of Fig. 2 we find two sources of

q dependence: Terms proportional to ~4 yield a

sin0cos0cosy dependence which is odd in 0-m-0
and therefore integrates to zero, and terms pro-
portional to A, which yield a term proportional to
sin'icos'y. This establishes Eq (3). Notice. that
our proof nowhere depends on the definitions of
the vectors T and C. We conclude that Eq. (3) is
the correlation to be expected between any two

orthogonal vectors characterizing the final state
of e'e -hadrons. Thus, for example, the two-

.« "'o'(Q')"
= Z ' (A„+B„cos2y),

d& n=o
(6)

where the A„and B„coefficients are finite con-
stants. We have calculated the coefficient B,. It
is given by

B, = (Q'& /2m)('- ln-' —2), (7)

where o, is the lowest-order e'e annihilation
cross section into hadrons. Therefore,

——= 1+ O(n, (Q )) + ' (- la-, —2) cos2y2wdo, o,(Q'),.
0'o d P 7r 3

~ O(~.'(Q')).

Equation (7) is obtained from the diagrams
shown in Fig. 3. To first order in e, the final
qqG state defines a plane

e'(k, )+e (k,)»q(p, )+q(p, )+ G(p,). (9)

The angle y is determined once the T and C axes
are identified. The maximum directed momen-
tum [Eq. (1)]is simply the momentum of the
most energetic particle i. Therefore the thrust
axis will be in the direction of p; (T—=p;). Note
that any of the three final quanta may be most

particle (P„P,) inclusive distribution (where we

associate T with p, and C with the component of

p, normal to p, ) will also show a cos2y depen-
dence, where we are in general unable to calcu-
late the B coefficient in Eq. (3).
However, when T is the thrust axis and C the

coplanarity axis, do/dy satisfies the criterion of
Sterman and Weinberg and, if they are right, can
be reliably calculated in perturbation theory.
This is because our definition of y does not dis-
tinguish between an event with a quark of momen-

tum p and energy E on the one hand, and an event

with a quark momentum p„and energy E„ac-
companied by a gluon with momentum p, and en-
ergy E, such that p, + p, =p and E,+E,=Eon the
other. The same is true for a gluon with momen-
tum p and a quark-antiquark pair with momenta

p, and p, such that again p, + p, = p and E, +E,=E.
provided, I then, that higher-order corrections to
do/dy contain no infrared divergences, the only
possible Q' dependence will be associated with
o'. ,(Q'), where n, (Q') [=g'(Q')/4m] is the renor-
malization-group running charge of QCD. There-
fore, «/dp will be given by a power series in

o', (Q'),
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[Pi, Jaffe, Low, 1978;
Kramer, Schierholz, Willrodt, 1978]

Volume 79B, number 3 PHYSICS LETTERS 20 November 1978 
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Fig. 1. Second order QCD diagrams for e+e- --f y* + hadrons: 

(a) diagram interfering with the Born graph, (b) and (c) dia- 

grams for gluon production. 

e- Beam Axis 

2 

Beam Polarization Axis Thrust Axis 

Fig. 2. Definition of angles 0, X and @. The thrust axis is along 

@while the q, q and g momenta lie in the plane (x, z). The 

(v, z) plane divides the final state into two hemispheres. 

Gdefines the hemisphere in which to find the antiquark 

(quark) in case of the thrust axis being given by the quark 

(antiquark) momentum. If the gluon is most energetic sde- 

fines the hemisphere in which to find the quark. The angles 

8, x and $ vary between 0 < 0 d n, 0 4 x < 2~ and 0 $ @ G 2n. 

When talking about the thrust distribution &! will be defined 

according to A and B. 

that the (non-perturbative) quark and gluon fragmentation into hadron is characterized by a limited @I} x 400 

MeV, this becomes negligible with respect to the transverse momentum of each jet at high energies so that a dis- 

tinct signal of primary qqg production should emerge. 

Following Sterman and Weinberg [4], various authors [5,6] have proposed variables for measuring the jet topo- 

logy which are infrared insensitive and, hence, can be reliably calculated in QCD perturbation theory. Among 

those are thrust T, spherocity S and acoplanarity A i 

For algebraic convenience we shall put the quark mass equal to zero *’ . For unpolarized electrons and positrons 

the functional form of the basic partial cross section for e+e- + y* + q(pI)4&)g&) is given by PI  

2n 
d40 d20U d2uL 

=~(1tc0s20)~+~sin2B------- + 3 sin26 
d20T 3 

2x--- 
d2uI 

cos - - sin 28 cos x - 
d cos 8 dx dx, dx, dxldx2 dXldX2 24 dxldx2 ’ 1 2 

wherexi=2pi/@(xl +x2+x 

(1) 
3 = 2). 0 is the angle between the incoming electron beam and the thrust axis 

while x is the azimuthal angle between the qqg-production plane and the beam axis (fig. 2). The thrust axis coincides 

with the direction of the maximum‘momentum which can be carried by either quark, antiquark or gluon. 

The cross sections uu, uL, T u and uI have the following interpretation. uU(uL) is the cross section for unpolar- 

ized transverse (longitudinally polarized) photons with helicity axis 5, i.e., the thrust axis (fig. 2). am corre- 

sponds to the interference of helicity +l and -1 amplitudes (the real part of helicity +l and 0 interference). 

In calculating the various partial cross sections we have to distinguish between three kinematical regions (fig. 3): 

I: XL >X2, X3 ; II: X2>Xl,X3; III: x3 >Xl ,x2. 

In region I (II) the thrust axis coincides with the direction of the outgoing quark (antiquark) while in region III 

the thrust axis corresponds to the gluon momentum. 

*’ Our results for massive quarks will be published elsewhere [ 71. 
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φ well-defined

φ ambiguous

“φ is IRC unsafe”Me:   

“We explicitly calculated dσ/dφ in 1978”My Elder:
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late the B coefficient in Eq. (3).
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be reliably calculated in perturbation theory.
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companied by a gluon with momentum p, and en-
ergy E, such that p, + p, =p and E,+E,=Eon the
other. The same is true for a gluon with momen-
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Born cross section despite ambiguity (!)

Lesson: Use IRC limit to resolve ambiguities
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Track-Based Observables 
 

Track Jets:

Track Thrust
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LEP Case Study

Track RGE

[Chang, Procura, JDT, Waalewijn, 1303.6637, 1306.6630]

Track Functions:

track fraction Non-linear DGLAP

Non-perturbative object with
perturbative evolution (just like PDFs!)Ti(x;µ)

x =

Etracks

Ejet


